


If you’re a producer of chemicals and  
ingredients selling through a distributor,  
who is your real competition? 

 A. Other manufacturers of the same product
 B. Other distributors selling a competitor’s product
 C. Foreign producers of the same product
 D. All the other products your distributor  
  partner sells

The answer is D

A typical chemical and ingredient distributor can have a product offering 
exceeding thousands of products. Even an industry specific distributor can 

carry a few thousand products. And while the “be everything to everyone” business 
model may be a great strategy for Amazon and eBay, it’s not necessarily the best 
model for selling specialty chemicals and ingredients. To best serve this complicated 
channel, looking at your current distribution channel through a different lens may 
reveal the proper approach.



Take a moment to visualize your typical distributor sales call: In the pitch, the distributor offers a 
line item card packed with thousands of products, instructs buyers to check off each product they 
are interested in purchasing then finally provides a quote. This process may work for products 
sold on solely price and availability, where value is added through warehousing, logistics and 
repacking. But, if your chemical or ingredient is more specialty in nature, has a longer sales cycle 
or is sold on functionality, you are likely losing your chance to get any meaningful sales time. 
Distributor salespeople always gravitate to the products that have the shortest sales cycle.

Without sufficient sales time or a focused sales approach by the distributor, your products can get 
diluted in a vast list of chemicals and ingredients. As a result, effective sales time rarely occurs with 
the end-use customer, producing the same year-over-year result: no market share growth and 
your specialty items getting lost in the shuffle.

 

Overcome the Sales Hurdle by Neutralizing Your Competition

The solution to breaking through this diluted sales approach includes locating a channel-to-market 
partner whose sales process is aligned with the sales process required to successfully sell your 
chemistry. This partner should create, design and implement a targeted approach to selling your 
specialty products. The reality is, your market share depends on selecting an educated partner that 
can place your product at the top of buying lists. They should drive sales growth by establishing 
and nurturing a deep understanding of not only you, but also your products and your business. This 
partner should have the ability to identify new customers through both an extensive lead network 
and street-level development plan. Their sales team should provide you with actionable visibility 
into the end-use market.

If you combine this efficiency-driven distribution model with a specialty product, you can generate 
substantial growth for chemical and ingredient producers. If you’re looking to see genuinely 
cost-effective progress, seek out a specialty distributor who brings a clear understanding of the 
end-use market, digital lead generation, customer relationship management tailored to selling 
specialty products and a real commitment to selling your product every day.

It’s a formula that beats your real competition every time.
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